To thee Legal and Social issues Committee.

Mr Alan Coleman

30th May 2015.

I would like to suggest that when a person is found to have a terminal life disease that they are given a form requesting that when they can no longer be given pain relief through medication that they can request to receive an end of life injection.

This document must be witnessed by the person’s relative and the medical practitioner who is caring for that person while they are of sound mind.

When a terminally ill patient becomes unconscious and can no longer communicate their wishes and they are medically beyond revival to full consciousness within 7 days they may receive and injection to terminate life as per the form the have completed during the early stages of their illness.

If a person arrives at a medical facility after some misfortune (Care crash/ work place accident/ or act of god accident)and that person cannot be revived or revived but with severe brain damage that they cannot mentally control their speech or mental functions confirmed by two medical doctors that the next of kin can request an end of life injection to end unknown pain and suffering.

I do not wish to attend the public hearing.

Mr Alan Coleman.